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After successful first projects, Lean effort continues
Now that staff and
physicians in three Health
PEI departments have made
quality improvements that
will help improve patient
care and safety, other
departments are lining up to
institute the same
processes.
Before any new Lean Six
Sigma quality improvement
projects are identified, said
System Optimization
Specialist Lauren Kelly, the
results from the first three
projects at the QEH Lab,
QEH Emergency Department, and Summerside
Home Care will be properly
evaluated so their lessons
can be applied throughout
Health PEI.

improvement priorities to
get the maximum benefit
going forward.”
The three departments
wrapped up their 120-day
projects in July.

Pam Trainor (left), Health PEI executive director of Corporate
Development and Innovation, talks about the completion of the QEH
Emergency Department’s quality improvement project with Dr. John
Sampson, the QEH Emergency Department’s chief of medicine, and
Elizabeth Boys-Leath, the department’s clinical leader. Summerside
Home Care and the QEH Lab also completed similar projects.

done in isolation,” Kelly said.
“Right now we’re working to
spread our learnings to
sister sites of the first three

“We don’t want these first
three projects to have been

projects, and develop a
strategic framework for
project selection so we can
properly identify

Focus on Quality

Guided by LTS Consulting, a
Saskatchewan-based
company that has helped
other Canadian health care
systems successfully
implement Lean Six Sigma,
each department recorded
measurable improvements
such as reduced time spent
on scheduling and more
time available for patient
care (Summerside Home
Care), more timely delivery
of specimens (QEH Lab) and
shorter patient wait times
(QEH Emergency
Department).

Electronic incident reporting will improve quality
A new electronic incident reporting
system will allow staff to enter
incidents and complaints themselves
— electronically — leading to faster,
more accurate reporting.

managers when an incident or
complaint is entered, and allow
incidents to be analyzed and tracked
across the system. The PSMS will roll
out to all staff over the next year.

The Provincial Safety Management
System (PSMS) will standardize the
format for collecting information,
quickly notify the appropriate

“This new system will improve the
information we’re compiling on
incidents and incident trends,” said
Joanne Donahoe, director of Quality

This is an
icon wall
users will
see when
accessing
the PSMS
system.

and Access Management, “which will
directly increase the quality and safety
of the care we’re providing.”
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After one year, looking back and looking forward
In the spring of 2008, Government tasked the health system – which at that point was
directed and managed within the then-Department of Health – to achieve a
compelling but challenging vision as articulated in the Speech from the Throne:
“My Government is committed to building a health care system that truly
meets the needs of every Islander. Like so many other facets of our society,
our potential strength in health care lies in meeting the challenge of working
together. The long-range goal must be a health care system that embraces
and integrates the services and programs which Islanders depend upon. We
will build a sustainable, integrated health care system, one that shifts
emphasis and culture toward wellness and primary care, placing patients,
the community as a whole and sustainability above all considerations.”
The health system articulated how we were going to achieve this vision in our first
Keith Dewar, CEO, Health PEI
strategic plan (www.healthpei.ca/photos/original/hpei_stratpla12.pdf), which has
focused our efforts for the last two years. It continues to do so as the Health PEI
Board of Directors begins the process, with the support and guidance of the Department of Health and Wellness,
of engaging staff, physicians and those we serve to develop our next strategic plan.
The last two years have not been easy ones; however, we continue to see improved quality, effectiveness and access
to our services. These improvements are the result of the leadership and commitment demonstrated by so many of
our staff and physicians as well as our many partners, under the direction and support provided by our Board and the
Department of Health and Wellness.
As you read through the second issue of “The Health Beat” you will see exciting examples of how these efforts are
improving care to those we serve.
You will also see another milestone in our progress towards the creation of a health system that truly meets the needs
of every Islander on November 15, at the first Annual General Meeting of Health PEI. The meeting will demonstrate the
important role the Board plays in ensuring that the health system is achieving objectives and delivering the services as
directed by the Department and as expected by Islanders.
We are fortunate to have a keynote speaker who is a nationally recognized health care leader and innovator – Dr.
Jeffrey Turnbull, currently the chief of staff at The Ottawa Hospital and past president of the Canadian Medical
Association. Dr. Turnbull received the Order of Canada for his work to increase access to health care for the poor in his
city. His philosophy of increased community-based and preventive care fits perfectly with the vision that Health PEI
aspires to achieve. The meeting will also feature a panel discussion where Board Chair Leo Steven, Dr. Turnbull, our
executive director of Medical Affairs, Dr. Richard Wedge, and I will field questions from the floor. It promises to be an
informative and thought-provoking meeting.
As I reflect back on the last year, I would suggest that the exciting work of your colleagues as reported in this issue of
The Health Beat and the information that will be shared in our first Annual General Meeting demonstrates the
significant leadership that exists within our health system and how we are focused as a system to improve health care
to every Islander.
Keith Dewar, CEO

Remember to fill out your employee survey!
www.healthpei.ca/staffsurvey2011
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Home care being enhanced for Queens seniors
Queens Home Care is in the early
stages of launching the Enhanced
Home Care for Frail Seniors program.

acute care and reducing or delaying
admission to long term care.
The Home Care Liaison nurses at the
QEH will work with physicians and
other health care providers at the
hospital to identify and assess
potential clients who would benefit
from the enhanced home care
program. While the ultimate goal is to
allow seniors to safely remain in their
homes longer, the enhancements will
contribute to improvements in bed
flow management at the QEH.

This program is focused on meeting
the needs of frail seniors at the QEH
who can safely return to their homes
sooner, and stay at home longer, with
the help of enhanced services from
Home Care. Enhancements include
care coordination and additional hours
of service over current Home Care
service limits.
“Enhanced home care for frail seniors
is just one of several initiatives under
the umbrella of Home Care Renewal,”
said Mary Jane Callaghan, project
manager with Home Care. “Together,
these initiatives are intended to
support Islanders in remaining at
home, with the objective of reducing
the use of acute and long term care
beds when care can be provided

appropriately and safely at home.”
Home care clients receive the
enhanced service in two tiers: in the
initial weeks after hospital discharge,
care is convalescent and restorative
according to the client’s care plan; in
the second tier, the focus shifts to
keeping clients at home safely with
the goal of reducing re-admission to

Stay tuned for more information
about the Enhanced Home Care for
Frail Seniors program at the QEH. In
the mean time, should you have any
questions or want more information,
please contact the Home Care Liaison
nurses or the Queens Home Care
office.

New mental health and addictions structure benefits clients
Health PEI’s mental health and addictions programs are being
reorganized to improve clients’ access to these services.
Acute mental health has been united with community mental health
and addictions, which means that Unit 9 at the QEH, Hillsborough
Hospital, inpatient mental health at PCH, and community mental health
and addictions services now fall under a single division of Health PEI.
“This change is helping to make the system more effective and efficient
for our clients,” says Margaret Kennedy, director of Mental Health and
Addictions. “I am very pleased to see that this shift in structure, along
with ongoing collaborative staff efforts, are benefitting the Islanders
we serve.”

Hillsborough Hospital how falls under the same
division of Health PEI with Unit 9 at the QEH,
inpatient mental health at the PCH, and
community mental health and addictions.

Additional changes within Mental Health and Addictions are also taking
place to help clients navigate their way through programs, Kennedy said.
The children’s centralized intake service will screen and review referrals to Community Mental Health services from a
single access point. This will create a more efficient intake system and enable staff to gather more accurate information
about the service needs of children’s mental health on a provincial level.
Most importantly, clients will have one point of contact to access children’s mental health services from one location,
and staff will receive referrals centrally. This new process took effect in September.
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QEH Emergency Department improving patient communication
The QEH has been
implementing a number of
new initiatives as part of its
strategy to improve patient
flow in the emergency department and communication with
patients waiting to be seen in
the department.

immediate attention),
“Urgent” (condition has
the potential to become
serious) and “Less than
Urgent” (non-lifethreatening
symptoms).
Wait times data are pulled
from the Clinical
Information System and
based on the average wait
time for patients in the
same category over the
previous two hours. The
screens update every five
minutes.

Perhaps the most visible are
the two new information
screens. The screens display
current emergency
department wait times and
explain that the most seriously
ill patients are cared for first,
why a person’s wait time may
The QEH emergency department wait-times screens are
proving successful with patients.
change, and the importance of
speaking with a staff member
should symptoms worsen.
experiences in the emergency
The information screens have been
“In providing patients with current
department.”
operational since April, and staff and
wait times and other emergency
physicians have noticed that patients
department information, along with
Arriving patients are assessed by a
appreciate the information. The
information on local area walk-in
triage nurse and categorized – based screens are currently in English only,
clinics,” said Rick Adams, executive
on symptoms and medical history – as but over the coming months hospital
director of the QEH, “we hope to
“Most Urgent” (potentially lifeofficials hope to provide the
improve patient flow as well as patient threatening conditions requiring
information in French.

It’s your newsletter –
and you named it

When this newsletter’s first issue was published in June,
readers were asked to help give it a name. Interest was
high – 49 suggestions were submitted by creative Health
PEI employees from across the system. The winning
submission – The Health Beat – came from Carla
Howatt, human resources assistant at PCH.

“I knew health had to be part of the name, and I wanted to draw some connection to a heartbeat,
since it’s what keeps us going and full of life,” said Howatt. “Since this newsletter should reflect
the heartbeat of Health PEI, I decided to combine the two and call it ‘The Health Beat.’”
Carla Howatt

For submitting the winning entry, Howatt won a coffee break for her immediate work group.

Send us your comments and story ideas!
If you have a story for us – or just an idea for one – e-mail us at bpchatfield@gov.pe.ca or
phone us at 902-368-6135. We’ll publish reader comments in future issues, so please indicate
if you are willing to have your name used. No anonymous comments will be published.

www.healthpei.ca

